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Investigating objects
Report sheet

1. Tell us all the things you noticed looking closely at this object.

Visual description 

When was the object 
made?

prediction

actual

Group name

Draw the object

2.  List the materials of the object.

3. What are the qualities of these materials (e.g. heavy, hard, brittle)? 

4.  What do we think this object might represent? And/ or be used for?

5. Three facts (wait until you have the information sheet)
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Manly Cove in Sydney, New South Wales was named 
as such by Captain Arthur Phillip as a tribute to the 
“confidence and manly behaviour” of the Aboriginal men 
there. They were healthy and strong from living in open, 
clean environments.

Contrary to Phillip’s direct experience, Aboriginal people 
were portrayed as inferior, helpless, and in need of 
salvation. These stereotypes were used strategically to 
dehumanise Aboriginal people and justify the taking of 
their land. This mogo, gifted by an Aboriginal man to a 
young girl in Manly, is one of only two complete pre-
European hafted axes from the Sydney region to have 
survived.

Manly mogo 
(Stone Axe) 1833
Made by Ancestor
Metamorphic stone, wood, 
plant fibre. Australian Museum 
Collection
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This fragment from the rim of a grindstone found in the 
Cuddie Springs archaeological site, on Wailwan Country, 
demonstrates the longevity of food preparation dating 
back over 30,000 years. Scientific analysis of the use- 
wear and evidence of starch residue supports Aboriginal 
people’s assertion that they have been using grindstones 
to make flour for cooking for thousands of years.

First Nations peoples have a long and deep understanding 
of land management; they did not randomly hunt or 
gather resources. Country was systematically, seasonally, 
efficiently, and sustainably maintained; accessing food 
was not labour-intensive and traditional practices were 
suited to the local environment.

Wailwan Grindstone 
(fragment) 
c 30,000 years old
Made by Ancestor
Sandstone. Australian Museum 
Collection

Grindstone and pestle 
(inset)
Australian Museum Collection
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This is a mould of an ancient footprint found near Lake 
Mungo. Using jute (the fiber you can see on the outside 
of the mould), latex and plaster, archaeologists are able 
to create a mould around the footprint that can be taken 
back to the Museum.

Aboriginal peoples have walked this land for hundreds of 
generations. Ancient footprints preserved in the claypans 
of Willandra Lakes, New South Wales are estimated to be 
about 20,000 years old. These are the oldest footprints 
found in Australia, and the world’s largest set of Ice Age 
footprints. The Barkandji, Ngiyampaa, and Mutthi Mutthi 
peoples have unbroken connection to these footprints 
and they still continue to walk on Country in the footsteps 
of their Ancestors. The world’s oldest living culture is 
deeply rich, and there is much to be celebrated about 
Aboriginal peoples’ continuous occupation in Australia.

Mungo Footprint 
c 20,000 years old
Mould of Ancestor’s 
footprint 2005
Jute, latex, plaster. Australian 
Museum Collection
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